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Hello my friends:

We have done an interesting season plenty of races and fun for our drivers.

By April we started our racing season, I visited the Bischofsheim annual race, which was used as a 

test for us and the Organizer for the Electric EC, some improvements were required out of it and 

our experience there and helped to have a better EC later on and probably better rules for the future 

of EFRA. 

Our first official event of the year was the Electric 8th buggy race there, at Germany, in June won 

by Micha Orlowsky followed by Coelho and Burak Kilic.

Early July we have our EFRA EC-B, excellent event, excellent run by the local club of Longvic , 

superpopular and crowded event with  many youngsters, the victory went for Remy Bermudez 

followed by Adrian Pariente and Mathis Peyre. 

Late August we went to Redovan, the RC Cathedral, to have a win over the weather thanks to the 

collaboration of all attendants, we all win, but the race, our loved EFRA EC-A, has a winner and he

was Juan Carlos Canas with Booths and Ongaro as the triple medal winners.

Last on the year we had the EFRA Masters+40 event, our Masters class, at lovely Salchach, and 

victory went to Martin Forthmuller followed by the brittons G. Alsop and Kevin Brundsen.

You do have available at our EFRA website the complete set of information results out of this 2023 

season and the list of drivers not ellegible for EC B 2024.

 

We have recevied an official dutch communication rejecting the organization of Elecktro 8th Buggy 

2024 event, that rejection was late so we will have to solve it using the 4 different 2025 candidates.

I do believe we are ALWAYS able to improve, what I do like most is that this is not only my feeling

but the feeling of my closer collaboratives, Alex & Mark, and as well of many organizers willing to 

give the Section,  the drivers and the industry the better platform to show the world how fun & fair  

RC racing and RC Motorsport Europe can be.

This encourages me to keep on with the work of the Section for the love of the sport and the scale, 

thanks to all of you for your kind help and understanding

With my best regards

Carlos Gomez

EFRA Section Chairman
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